
 

 

 

Libre Tea - Glass’n Poly Care and Use 

      

  Note: Please hand wash and do not use in microwave 

             Please watch ‘how to use video’ on www.libretea.com 

 

Q. What do I do if I have a Libre glass’n poly tea glass that leaks? 

1. Please check to ensure that rubber seals are in place in both the 

filter connector and the lid.  

2. Please ensure there are no tea leaves on the threads where the 

pieces twist together and that these surfaces are dry – tea bits and 

water bubbles can compromise the seal. 

3. Once seals are confirmed to be in place and threads are dry and 

clean, please try refilling and turning upside down gently over the 

sink to re-test. If your tea glass is still leaking please write us at 

info@libretea.com and describe where the leakage is coming from 

and we will ensure it is fixed or replaced for you to keep on enjoying 

tea moments. 
 

 
With Libre tea glasses, drinking loose leaf tea at home or on-the-go couldn’t be easier! 

 

Method #1: Remove lid and tea filter, add 2-3 grams of loose- leaf tea to the glass. 

Replace filter, add hot water and allow the tea to steep. Enjoy! 

 

ALWAYS USE CAUTION WITH BOILING WATER – ALLOW COOLING TIME FOR STEAM TO 

DISSIPATE PRIOR TO TWISTING ON LID - STEAM PRESSURE MAY CAUSE LEAKS 

 

Method #2: The Libre Glass ’n Poly model can also be used for teas with limited steeping 

times: 
 

                           Step 1:                                                Step 2:                                             Step 3: 

  

 

Remove the lid and filter; 

carefully add hot water to 

below the rim of the tea 

glass. 

 

Twist the filter on 

securely; add 2 -3 grams 

of loose- leaf tea on top of 

the filter. 

Wait 2-3 minutes prior to 

twisting on lid so steam 

pressure does not force a leak 

upon inverting. 

 

After the brief cool down 

period, twist on the lid securely 

and slowly turn the glass 

upside down to steep the tea. 

Release the lid slightly, 

then the filter to ensure 

all tea releases into the 

glass and does not 

remain in the filter 

section. Enjoy! 

 

 (Note: spent tea leaves 

remain in the filter and 

can be reused) 

 

http://libretea.com/how-to-use-your-tea-glass/
mailto:info@libretea.com

